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Hakwood and Shape London’s CDW Installation Finds a New Lease of Life 

 

When the sun set on the final day of Clerkenwell Design Week 2018 and the installations had 

been carefully packed up, Hakwood and Shape London’s pink streetscape, ‘Behind Closed Doors’ 

was ready to move to its new home in Kent. 

 

The 3.2m high structure that was inspired by both the Dutch home of Hakwood as well as 

Shape’s South East London Design Studio. It featured 7 miniature interiors, each one with its 

own door and created by a different architect from Shape’s Dragon fly Place Collective in order to 

demonstrate that any interior and any décor, is an open door for creativity. Both the structure 

itself and the miniature rooms were made from or contained Hakwood flooring. 

 

The installation will be placed in the communal barn area of The Sunnyfield campsite as its pink 

hues will perfectly complement the red colour scheme of the site. Philip Eason, owner of the 

glamping site comments, “I am delighted to be able to use ‘Behind Closed Doors’ at my campsite. 

It is an ideal addition to the communal barn area as the pink wall tiles used to make the 

structure will complement the red of the barn perfectly.”  
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Because of ‘Behind Closed Doors’’ interactive nature it is hoped  that the installation will not only 

make the barn area more intriguing as it works as a great focal point that fellow campers can 

discuss, but will also inform the guests about how important and interesting upcycling and re-

using materials can be.  

 

Jamie Schreven, PR Director at Hakwood, comments, “After all the hard work that went into 

making ‘Behind Closed Doors’, it’s great to see it being re-used by The Sunnyfield. Collaborations 

like this mean that we can make the most out of the material used.” 

 

 

For more information about ‘Behind Closed Doors’ visit: http://www.hillehouse.co.uk/hakwood-

the-story-behind-closed-doors/ 

 

 

About Hakwood 

Hakwood is a global leader in the design and manufacture of top quality wood flooring and wall 

tiles. Working closely with architects and designers worldwide, Hakwood specializes in creating 

bespoke wood solutions. Our passion for excellence, innovation and service shows in each and 

every product we make.  

A family owned Dutch company, Hakwood has nearly 40 years of expertise manufacturing 

hardwood. The Hakwood brand offers an extensive portfolio of reference projects across 60 

countries in all market sectors; residential, commercial, hospitality, retail. 

When you combine our wood flooring and wall tiles with your inspiration, the possibilities are 

endless. 

ENDS. 

For further information and high resolution imagery please contact: 

http://www.hillehouse.co.uk/hakwood-the-story-behind-closed-doors/
http://www.hillehouse.co.uk/hakwood-the-story-behind-closed-doors/
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Cherrill Scheer & Associates 

Hille House | 132 St Albans Road | Watford, Herts | WD24 4AE 

T:  00 44 1923 242769  

E: csa@hillehouse.co.uk 
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